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Abstract: As offshore wind farms move into deeper waters and the capacity of offshore wind turbines
(OWTs) increases, a new type of OWT foundation needs to be developed. In this study, a new type of
five-bucket jacket foundation (FBJF) was proposed based on the broad application of a multi-bucket
jacket foundation (MBJF) in offshore wind farms. The soil around the OWT foundation is subject to
scour due to the complex marine environment. To investigate the effects of scouring on the FBJF, a
series of local-scour simplified finite-element models of the FBJF were established using ABAQUS,
and the effects of scouring depth and the extent on the bearing capacity of the FBJF with the monotonic
load were analyzed. Then, the failure envelopes of the FBJF under combined loading were obtained
using the fixed-displacement ratio method, and the effects of various scour conditions on the failure
envelopes were compared. The results indicate that the failure envelope profile contracts inward,
and the bearing capacity decreases with the increasing scouring depth and extent. Furthermore,
the failure envelopes of the FBJF under different vertical loads were calculated, and the FV-FH-FM

failure envelopes of the FBJF were obtained through interpolation. Finally, the effects of different
scour conditions on the FV-FH-FM failure envelopes of the FBJF were analyzed. The results show that
the FV-FH-FM failure envelopes of the FBJF have similar profiles and follow the same trend under
different scour conditions.

Keywords: bearing capacity; offshore wind turbine; scouring; bucket foundation

1. Introduction

Wind energy is widely used to effectively reduce the dependence on non-renewable
energy sources and global carbon emissions. Compared to onshore wind power, offshore
wind energy is abundant and has broad development prospects due to its higher wind
speed and lower wind pressure [1–3]. As offshore wind power develops, the unit capacity
of OWTs is increasing. Additionally, with nearshore wind farm saturation, offshore wind
power is trending towards deep-sea and large-capacity OWTs [4,5]. Currently, there are
mainly two installation methods for OWT foundations: modular installation and integrated
installation. Depending on the type of OWT foundation, different installation technologies
are required. The integrated installation technology for offshore wind turbines is more
innovative and able to effectively reduce construction costs and periods [6,7].

The construction cost of OWT foundations accounts for about 30% of the total invest-
ment in offshore wind power and rises with the water depth [8]. Therefore, it is crucial to
select a proper foundation based on the marine environment and geological conditions of
the installation site to reduce the cost and increase the efficiency of the OWT project. Fig-
ure 1 shows commonly used foundations for various water depths and geological situations,
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including gravity foundations, monopile foundations, wide-shallow bucket foundations
(WSBFs), multi-bucket jacket foundations (MBJFs), and floating foundations [9–14].
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Figure 1. Foundation types for OWTs.

Compared with other types, bucket foundations offer the superiorities of low construc-
tion cost and a short construction period [15]. In addition, jacket structures are suitable
for deep water because their spatial truss structure provides high rigidity and reduces
wave and current loads [16–18]. Therefore, the MBJF combines the advantages of a suction
bucket foundation and a jacket structure, which is suitable for the deep sea and convenient
for construction.

The MBJF was initially used on the Draupner E platform and the Sleipner T plat-
form [19,20]. Subsequently, SPT Offshore was the first to apply the MBJF in offshore wind
power. As shown in Figure 2, tripod bucket jacket foundations were successfully installed
in the Borkum Riffgrund offshore wind farm in Germany and the Aberdeen offshore wind
farm in the UK [21–23]. In China, four-bucket jacket foundations and tripod bucket jacket
foundations were also successfully installed at the Zhuanghe and Changle offshore wind
farms, respectively. The successful implementation of the above practical projects reflects
the extensive application of the MBJF in offshore wind power.
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As a kind of fixed foundation for OWTs, the MBJF not only suffers the vertical load
brought by its weight during normal operation but also withstands horizontal loads and
bending loads brought by wind and waves. All these loads are transmitted to the soil
through the lower bucket foundations. Therefore, it is meaningful to investigate the
bearing capacity of the foundation under combined loading and the interaction between
the foundation with the surrounding soil [24]. The failure envelope is critical for evaluating
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the bearing capacity of a fixed foundation, which is a limit for the overall failure of the soil
under combined loading, and the foundation can be considered safe within this limit [25].
Many scholars have used the failure envelope to study the bearing capacity characteristics of
bucket foundations under combined loading. Ding et al. [26] verified the numerical model
for calculating the bearing capacity of the WSBF in clay through experiments, clarified the
soil failure modes and mechanisms of the WSBF under horizontal loads, and provided an
analytical expression for the ultimate bearing capacity. In addition, the failure envelope of
the WSBF under combined loading was also investigated with the help of the finite-element
method.

Liu et al. [27] analyzed the Hult of the WSBF in homogeneous saturated sand using
experimental and finite-element methods and compared the Hult of the WSBF with various
height/diameter ratios and the differences in soil failure modes. The results showed
that the failure mode of the WSBF is rotational, and the rotation center is related to the
height/diameter ratio of the foundation under horizontal loading. Jia et al. [28] investigated
the Hult of the WSBF in saturated silty sand through field experiments and clarified that
when the elastic modulus of the sand in the finite-element model is 4–5 times that of the
experiment sand, the load–displacement curves of the two can match well. Wang et al. [29]
addressed the issue of asymmetric failure envelopes of the WSBF under combined loading.
By moving the load application point to the rotation center, optimized failure envelopes
were obtained. An algebraic equation was established for the failure envelope, which had
simple parameters and could be applied to actual projects. Yin. [30] analyzed the effects of
factors such as soil strength and embedment depth ratio on the failure envelope of skirted
spudcan foundations in soft clay through a series of finite-element model calculations. The
results showed that the size of the failure envelope is significantly affected, while the shape
of the failure envelope is less affected by factors.

Compared to the WSBF, the MBJF is subject to more factors affecting its bearing capac-
ity and has a different failure mode. Gourvenec et al. [31,32] studied the effects of bucket
spacing and embedment on the failure modes of a rigidly connected two-footing founda-
tion and calculated the failure envelopes by using the finite-element method. Moreover, it
was compared with a single bucket of the equivalent bearing area and embedment. Kim
et al. [33,34] calculated the vertical bearing capacity, horizontal bearing capacity, and bend-
ing bearing capacity of tripod bucket foundations in undrained clay by the finite-element
method, considering factors such as bucket spacing and embedded depth. The results were
compared with a single bucket foundation to obtain the corresponding group efficiency
factors. In addition, the failure envelopes of the MBJF under combined horizontal and
bending loads were investigated, considering factors such as the non-homogeneity of clay
and FV, and then the design equations of the envelope were established. Tran et al. [35]
studied the horizontal and bending capacities of tripod bucket foundations in the sand
using the numerical method, considering factors such as bucket spacing, bucket diameter,
and bucket height. The results showed that the horizontal bearing capacity reached a maxi-
mum at a certain specific bucket spacing and height, while the bending bearing capacity
continuously improved with increasing bucket spacing.

The previous studies on the bearing capacity characteristics of the foundations are
ideal without considering the scouring of the soil around the foundation. However, for
fixed OWT foundations like bucket foundations, the flow field around the foundation is
complex due to the influences of waves and currents, making the seabed soil susceptible to
scouring [36]. Scouring can lead to a decrease in bearing capacity, which can threaten the
response and stability of the overall structure of offshore wind power. Therefore, the pre-
diction and prevention of scouring have also garnered attention from related scholars [37].
Kishore et al. [38] conducted experiments on two different stiffness monopile foundations
in soft clay with and without scouring under different eccentric lateral loading conditions.
The results indicated that scouring reduced the lateral bearing capacity of the foundation.
Ni et al. [39] studied the effects of scouring on the bearing capacity of pile foundations in
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the sand using numerical simulation and considered the soil stiffness and pile slenderness
ratio. The results showed that scouring affected the shorter pile foundations significantly.

Some scholars established simplified numerical models of the local scour for the WSBF
and four-bucket jacket foundation to study the effects of different scour conditions on the
bearing capacity and failure envelopes of the foundations [40,41]. These studies indicate
that scouring can lead to a reduction in the bearing capacity of the foundations and even
threaten the safety of the foundations. Therefore, for the FBJF proposed in this study, it
is meaningful to investigate the effects of scouring on the bearing capacity of the FBJF
under monotonic loading and quantify the bearing capacity-reduction factors. In addition,
investigating the failure envelope of the FBJF can provide a reference for the calculation of
the bearing capacity of the FBJF after scouring.

In this study, a novel FBJF is proposed based on the trends of deep-sea and large-
capacity OWT foundations. Then, the effects of scouring depth and extent on the ultimate
bearing capacity of the FBJF are analyzed and quantified by a series of local-scour simplified
finite-element models of the FBJF. Furthermore, the failure envelopes of the FBJF and the
effects of various scour conditions are researched using the fixed-displacement ratio method.
In addition, the failure envelopes of the FBJF under different vertical loads are calculated,
and the FV-FH-FM failure envelopes are investigated using the interpolation method. Finally,
the effects of different scour conditions on the FV-FH-FM failure envelope are discussed.

2. Concept Development

The FBJF (Figure 3) mainly consists of the upper jacket, the middle composite beam
system, and the lower five-bucket foundation. The middle of the upper jacket is supported
by an X-shaped brace, with a transition section at the top connecting to the tower. The
middle composite beam system is composed of section steel, which not only prevents stress
concentration but also enhances the stiffness of the top cover of the bucket, effectively
avoiding sudden changes in suction pressure when the foundation floats or sinks into the
soil. The lower five-bucket foundation consists of five bottom-open buckets, essentially
adding an irregular bucket in the middle of the four-bucket foundation.
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The novel design of the FBJF offers two main advantages. Firstly, compared to the
WSBF, the buckling resistance of each bucket is superior to that of large-diameter bucket
foundations. Additionally, the upper part of the foundation is a jacket structure with a
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small flow resistance area, which can effectively reduce wave and current loads. For the
same amount of steel and loads, the mudline inclination of the FBJF is less than that of
the WSBF. When the mudline inclination rate and loads are the same, the amount of steel
used for the FBJF is less than that of the WSBF, which makes the FBJF more economical. In
addition, since the underwater transition section of the WSBF has a large water-blocking
area and is subject to large wave loads, it is not suitable for deep water. However, the FBJF,
with the lower bucket and the upper jacket, can be applied in deep-sea areas and meet the
bearing capacity requirements. Specifically, the FBJF can be applied to a water depth of
45 m and subjected to environmental loads with a maximum wave height of 21 m and a
current speed of 1.2 m/s. Secondly, compared to the MBJF, the FBJF includes an additional
central bucket, which reduces the mudline inclination rate of the foundation under the
same loads and provides additional buoyancy. This allows for the integrated transportation
and one-step installation of the FBJF with transport ships, as shown in Figure 4.
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3. Failure Models of the FBJF under Monotonic Loading
3.1. Finite-Element Model and Verification

Model experiments were conducted to verify the numerical simulation method of
computing the bearing capacity of the FBJF, as shown in Figure 5. The model consists of an
upper jacket, a middle composite beam system, and a five-bucket foundation at the bottom
with a geometric similarity ratio of 1:100. The total height of the jacket is 650 mm, and the
bottom five-bucket foundation consists of a central irregular bucket and four surrounding
buckets, all with a skirt height of 120 mm. The diameter of the central irregular bucket is
260 mm, while the diameter of the surrounding buckets is 180 mm, with a center-to-center
distance of 210 mm between adjacent buckets.

The same maintenance was carried out on the soil before each experiment to ensure
that the soil properties were the same for each experiment. The FBJF model was placed
at the center of the experimental box, and the hydraulic loading device was installed on
the wall reaction beam, with the point of action of the loading device at the top of the
jacket. A pressure sensor of type Weekend DSC-B2-5T, sourced from Tianjin, China, with a
range of 200 kg and an accuracy of 0.05% FS, was located between the top of the jacket and
the hydraulic rod to measure the horizontal load on the FBJF during the loading process.
A laser displacement sensor of type Panasonic HG-C1400, sourced from Suzhou, China,
with a range of 400 mm and an accuracy of 0.3 mm, was installed on the loading device to
measure the horizontal displacement of the FBJF during the loading process.
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Based on the experimental results, numerical simulations are conducted using ABAQUS
6.11 finite-element software. The FBJF model is established with the same dimensions as
the experiment and uses identical parameters for the soil. The calculated results at the
same loading positions are compared with the experimental results. If there is a significant
difference between the two results, adjustments to the soil parameter values in the finite-
element model must be made, followed by a rerun of the calculation. If the experimental
results match well with the numerical simulation results, the finalized parameters for the
finite-element model are as follows: the foundation is simulated using shell elements (S4R),
assigned as rigid bodies with material properties of the Q345 steel. The soil is simulated
by applying the Mohr-Coulomb model using solid elements (C3D8R), and the density is
920 kg/m3, Young’s modulus is 19.71 MPa, cohesion is 3 kPa, Poisson’s ratio is 0.25, and the
internal friction angle is 31.4◦. The contact between the foundation and the soil is frictional
contact with a friction coefficient of 0.25, which allows the separation. A full constraint is
set at the base of the soil, while horizontal constraints are set around the soil.

The ultimate bearing capacities can be determined using the tangential intersection
method based on load–displacement curves [42,43]. The intersection point of the two
tangents is taken as the location where the failure of the FBJF occurs, the corresponding
load is the ultimate bearing capacity, and the displacement relating to the ultimate load is
the ultimate displacement of the FBJF. Figure 6 illustrates the load–displacement curves
for experiments and numerical simulations under two different loading directions (0◦ and
45◦). Horizontal load gradually increases with displacement until it stabilizes or changes
slowly. In the two loading directions, the horizontal load capacity is almost the same.
The Hult results of the experiment and the numerical simulation match well with 213 N
(H0) and 229 N (H1), respectively, with a difference of 7.5%. The comparison between
the experimental and numerical results of the horizontal bearing capacity indicates the
suitability of the numerical simulation methodology for studying the bearing capacity of
the FBJF in subsequent calculations. Many scholars have validated their finite-element
models using similar methods [40,44].

For the impacts of scouring on the bearing capacity of the FBJF, the effects of both
the scouring extent and depth of the scour pit are considered separately. Figure 7 shows
the schematic diagram of the scour pit of the FBJF, where Stw is the scouring extent of the
top of the scour pit, Sw is the scouring extent of the bottom of the scour pit, and Sd is the
depth of the scour pit. In the numerical simulation process, it is assumed that the scouring
extent and depth of the scouring pit reach a stable state under various conditions, and
the scouring extent at the top of the scouring pit is equal to the bottom scouring extent
(Stw = Sw). Only the soil and the lower five-bucket foundation of the FBJF are retained for
the bearing capacity calculation to simplify the calculation. The five-bucket foundation is a
rigid body, and the load application position is coupled at the middle of the top cover of
the middle bucket. The heights of the bucket skirts are all 12 m, the D of the middle bucket
is 26 m, and the D of the surrounding buckets is 18 m. The soil is modeled by a cylinder
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300 m in diameter and 60 m in height, which is at least five times the maximum size of the
five-bucket foundation in the corresponding directions to control the boundary effects for
the calculation results [45].
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Figure 7. Schematic diagram of the scour pit.

During the numerical simulation process, the scouring depths are set at 2 m, 4 m,
and 6 m, and the scouring extents are set at 2.7 m, 3.6 m, and 7.2 m, resulting in a total
of nine orthogonal tests. Additionally, a reference condition without scouring is used for
comparison. As described above, the ultimate bearing capacity of the FBJF is determined
using the tangent method in the load–displacement curve. The intersection points of
the two tangents for each condition in the load–displacement curve correspond to the
displacement and load at which the FBJF reaches its ultimate bearing capacity. This method
is used subsequently to determine the ultimate bearing capacity of the FBJF.

3.2. Results without Scouring

Based on the experimental and numerical simulation results in Section 3.1, it can be
concluded that the horizontal bearing capacity of the FBJF under loading directions of 0◦

and 45◦ is almost the same. Therefore, the bearing capacity of the FBJF is calculated using
the load direction of 0◦ in the following study. The load–displacement curve of the FBJF
under monotonic loading without scouring is shown in Figure 8.

Under monotonic horizontal loading, the horizontal load increases rapidly as the
horizontal displacement increases initially. After reaching a certain point, the horizontal
load increases slowly with increasing horizontal displacement. It is determined by the
tangent method that the Hult of the FBJF under monotonic horizontal loading is 118 MN,
with an ultimate horizontal displacement of 0.28 m. Under monotonic vertical loading,
the Vult of the FBJF is 3343 MN, with an ultimate vertical displacement of 6.4 m. Under
monotonic bending loading, the Mult of the FBJF is 1103 MN·m, with an ultimate angle of
0.012 rad.
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Figure 9 shows the soil failure mechanism and PEEQ diagram of the FBJF under
monotonic loading. Under monotonic FH, the soil in the bucket sports horizontally together
with the foundation due to the constraint of the FBJF. The soil behind the foundation
collapses, forming an active failure zone. The soil in front is compressed to form a passive
failure zone, and the plastic failure zone is relatively large to almost the entire height of
the bucket skirt. Inside the FBJF, the soil on the front side is compressed to form a small
passive failure area and is mainly concentrated near the tip of the bucket skirt. In addition,
there is a rotating tendency under monotonic horizontal loading. The soil behind the FBJF
is compressed through the bucket, and a small plastic failure area is formed near the tip of
the bucket skirt.
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Under monotonic FV, the soil in the bucket moves downwards together with the
foundation due to the constraint of the FBJF, compressing the soil under the FBJF. The main
failure happens near the tip of the skirt and extends downwards, forming a large failure
area at the bottom of the foundation. Under monotonic FM, the soil inside the buckets
rotates around the centroid of the foundation due to the constraint of the FBJF. Similar
to the soil failure mode under monotonic horizontal load, the soil behind the foundation
collapses, forming an active failure zone. The soil in front is compressed to form a passive
failure zone, and the plastic failure zone is relatively large: it is almost the entire height of
the bucket skirt. Inside the FBJF, the soil on the front side is compressed to form a small
passive failure area, and the failure area at the front position is mainly concentrated near
the top cover of the bucket, while the plastic failure area at the back position is mainly
concentrated near the middle of the bucket skirt. In addition, the soil behind the FBJF is
compressed through the bucket due to the rotation, and a small plastic failure area is in the
middle position of the bucket skirt.

3.3. Effect of Scouring Depth

In this section, the effects of the scouring depth on the bearing capacity of the FBJF
under nine various scour conditions with a constant scouring extent are analyzed. In
Figure 10, when the scouring extent is constant, the bearing capacity curves of the FBJF
under monotonic FH in different scour conditions are plotted, where Sw represents the
scouring extent, Sd represents the scouring depth, D represents the bucket diameter of 18 m,
and L represents the skirt height of 12 m. Under various scour conditions, the variation
of the bearing capacity curve is similar. With the increase in horizontal displacement, the
horizontal load increases rapidly at first and then increases slowly with displacement.
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When the scouring extent is 2.7 m, the Hult of the FBJF is 106 MN and 76 MN for the
scouring depths of 2 m and 6 m, respectively, which is reduced by about 10% and 36%
compared to the Hult of 118 MN without scouring. When the scouring extent is 3.6 m, the
Hult of the FBJF is 103 MN and 74 MN for the scouring depths of 2 m and 6 m, respectively,
which is reduced by about 13% and 37% compared to the no-scour condition. When the
scouring extent is 7.2 m, the Hult of the FBJF is 98 MN and 73 MN for the scouring depths
of 2 m and 6 m, respectively, which is reduced by about 17% and 38% compared to the
no-scour condition. When the scouring extent is constant, the Hult of the FBJF reduces
linearly with the increasing scouring depth. It can be observed that the change in scouring
depth affects the Hult of the FBJF significantly. When the scouring depth is 2 m and 6 m, the
maximum decline in the Hult is 26% of the no-scour condition, and the minimum decline
is 21%.

As shown in Figure 11, the Mult of the FBJF under monotonic bending loading in
different scour conditions is plotted when the scouring extent is constant. Under various
scour conditions, the variation of the bending–rotation curve is similar. With increasing
rotation angle, the bending load increases rapidly at first and then increases slowly with
further rotation.
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When the scouring extent is 2.7 m, the Mult of the FBJF is 1086 MN·m and 850 MN·m
for the scouring depths of 2 m and 6 m, respectively, which is reduced by about 2% and 23%
compared to the Mult of 1103 MN·m without scouring. When the scouring extent is 3.6 m,
the Mult of the FBJF is 1048 MN·m and 812 MN·m for the scouring depths of 2 m and 6 m,
respectively, which is reduced by about 5% and 26% compared to the no-scour condition.
When the scouring extent is 7.2 m, the Mult of the FBJF is 995 MN·m and 797 MN·m for
the scouring depths of 2 m and 6 m, respectively, which is reduced by about 10% and 28%
compared to the no-scour condition. When the scouring extent is constant, the Mult of
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the FBJF reduces linearly with the increasing scouring depth. It can be observed that the
change in scouring depth affects the Mult of the FBJF significantly. When the scouring depth
is 2 m and 6 m, the maximum decline in the Mult is 21% of the no-scour condition, and the
minimum decline is 18%.

3.4. Effect of Scouring Extent

In this section, the impacts of the scouring extent on the bearing capacity of the FBJF at
a constant scouring depth are analyzed. In Figure 12, when the scouring depth is constant,
the load–displacement curves of the FBJF under monotonic horizontal load in different
scour conditions are plotted. Under various scour conditions, the variation of the curve is
similar. With increasing horizontal displacement, the horizontal load increases rapidly at
first and then increases slowly with displacement.
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When the scouring depth is 2 m, as the scouring extent changes from 2.7 m to 7.2 m,
the Hult of the FBJF decreases from 106 MN to 98 MN, which is reduced by about 10%
and 17% compared to the Hult of 118 MN without scouring. When the scouring depth is
4 m, as the scouring extent changes from 2.7 m to 7.2 m, the Hult of the FBJF decreases
from 88 MN to 83 MN, which is reduced by about 25% and 30% compared to the no-scour
condition. When the scouring depth is 6 m, as the scouring extent changes from 2.7 m to
7.2 m, the Hult of the FBJF decreases from 76 MN to 73 MN, which is reduced by about 36%
and 38% compared to the no-scour condition. When the scouring depth is constant, the
Hult of the FBJF reduces slightly with the increasing scouring extent. It can be observed
that the change in scouring extent affects the Hult of the FBJF slightly. When the scouring
extent changes from 2.7 m to 7.2 m, the maximum decline in the Hult is 7% of the no-scour
condition, and the minimum decline is 2%.
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As shown in Figure 13, the bending–rotation curves of the FBJF under monotonic
bending loading in different scour conditions are plotted when the scouring depth is
constant. Under various scour conditions, the variation of the bending–rotation curve is
similar. With the increase in rotation angle, the bending load increases rapidly at first and
then increases slowly with further rotation.
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When the scouring depth is 2 m, the Mult of the FBJF is 1086 MN·m and 995 MN·m
for the scouring extents of 2.7 m and 7.2 m, respectively, which is reduced by about 2%
and 10% compared to the Mult of 1103 MN·m without scouring. When the scouring depth
is 4 m, the Mult of the FBJF is 949 MN·m and 876 MN·m for the scouring depths of 2.7 m
and 7.2 m, respectively, which is reduced by about 14% and 21% compared to the no-scour
condition. When the scouring depth is 6 m, the Mult of the FBJF is 850 MN·m and 797 MN·m
for the scouring depths of 2.7 m and 7.2 m, respectively, which is reduced by about 23%
and 28% compared to the no-scour condition. When the scouring depth is constant, the
Mult of the FBJF decreases slightly with the increasing scouring extent. It can be observed
that the change in scouring depth affects the Mult of the FBJF slightly. When the scouring
extent changes from 2.7 m to 7.2 m, the maximum decline in the Mult is 8% of the no-scour
condition, and the minimum decline is 5%.

The variation rules for the bearing capacity of the FBJF after scouring are similar to
the results of the WSBF and the MBJF of Zhao et al. [40] and Li et al. [41]. The variation
in scouring depth is more sensitive than that in scouring extent to the changes in bearing
capacity. When the scouring depth is constant, the horizontal bearing capacity and moment
bearing capacity of the FBJF change relatively little with the increase in scouring extent
after the scouring extent exceeds 2.7 m.

Based on the above results, the bearing capacity of the FBJF is reduced under scouring.
This is because the surrounding soil of the FBJF is hollowed out, losing the constraint of the
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soil and part of the soil pressure. The interaction between the FBJF and the soil is reduced,
leading to a decrease in bearing capacity. Moreover, an increase in scouring depth has a
greater impact on the reduction of the bearing capacity of the FBJF than an increase in
scouring extent. When the scouring extent increases to a certain extent, the bearing capacity
of the FBJF does not change significantly with a further increase in scouring extent because
the bearing capacity of the foundation is determined by the soil adjacent to the FBJF. The
change of scouring depth must be the hollowing out of the soil adjacent to the FBJF, which
leads to a significant reduction of the bearing capacity, so the factor of scouring depth
should be paid attention to in the design of scour protection.

In addition, scouring can also damage the FBJF structure, and the increase in scouring
depth has more influence on the damage of structure than the increase in scouring extent.
Scouring causes the soil around the foundation to be hollowed out, and the bucket skirt
of the FBJF is directly exposed to the marine environment. Due to the missing part of
the constraint of the surrounding soil, the first-order natural frequency of the FBJF may
change. If the overall OWT structure resonates, fatigue damage to the bucket skirt can
occur, thus threatening the normal operation of the OWT. It is essential to consider that the
fatigue damage experienced by the bucket skirt due to scouring is exacerbated by corrosion
from the marine environment. This interaction between scouring and corrosion should be
considered for a more comprehensive understanding of the structural challenges faced by
the foundation.

4. FH-FM Failure Envelope of the FBJF
4.1. Methodology

There are mainly two methods to acquire the failure envelope of the FBJF, i.e., the
swipe loading method and the fixed-displacement ratio method [29,46,47]. The swipe
loading method requires high symmetry of the envelope and is relatively simple. Firstly,
the load in a certain direction was applied to reach the bearing capacity in that direction,
and then the load was applied in another direction to reach the bearing capacity. Thus,
the approximate envelope profile can be determined in one step. The fixed-displacement
ratio method adopts a displacement ratio in two directions as a loading path to obtain
a point on the envelope for each loading path. Multiple points are obtained through
various paths, and the corresponding envelope is obtained by fitting. This method does
not require symmetry of the envelope and can search for the envelope under any loading
combination. However, its calculation process is complex. Considering the dissymmetry of
the FH-FM envelope, this study adopted the second method to acquire the envelope. The
fixed-displacement ratio (R = UH/8) was the ratio of horizontal displacement to the rotation
angle, and a total of 14 values were considered, including −∞, −200, −100, −40, −20, −8,
0, 5, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and +∞. Through these 14 paths, 14 points on the envelope were
obtained. Subsequently, the FH-FM failure envelope of the FBJF was determined by fitting.
Furthermore, to determine a point in the envelope under the corresponding path, the FH
and FM values correspond to the displacement and rotation values at the ultimate bearing
capacity of the FBJF under monotonic loading.

4.2. FH-FM Failure Envelope without Scouring

Figure 14 shows the FH-FM failure envelope of the FBJF under combined loading
without scouring. We can observe the asymmetry of the failure envelope of the FBJF in
the first quadrant, and the horizontal load direction is consistent with the bending load
direction, which is the most disadvantageous situation of the force in the design.

As the FH increases, the Mult of the FBJF decreases rapidly. In the second quadrant,
the direction of FH and FM is opposite. As the FH is small, a relatively small resisting
bending load will occur, opposite to the applied bending load direction. As the horizontal
load increases, the ultimate bending load gradually increases. When the ultimate moment
load reaches its maximum value, it begins to decrease as the horizontal load continues to
increase.
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4.3. Effect of Scouring Depth on the FH-FM Failure Envelope

For the effects of scouring depth on the FH-FM failure envelopes of the FBJF, taking the
no-scour condition as the reference group, three different scour conditions were selected
(Sw = 7.2 m, Sd = 2 m; Sw = 7.2 m, Sd = 4 m; Sw = 7.2 m, Sd = 6 m). Figure 15 shows that
the FH-FM failure envelopes of the FBJF at various scouring depths are similar and show
obvious asymmetry. The trend of the FH-FM failure envelope is consistent with that of the
no-scour condition.
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(b) Sw = 7.2 m, Sd = 4 m; (c) Sw = 7.2 m, Sd = 6 m; (d) Summary.

With the increasing scouring depth, the profile of the envelope gradually contracts,
which indicates that the Hult and Mult of the FBJF are both decreasing. In the first quad-
rant, the gaps between the envelopes of different scouring depths are relatively small at
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this stage. In the second quadrant, when the horizontal load is small, the presence of a
resisting bending load leads to an increase in the ultimate bending bearing capacity with
an increase in horizontal load. At this stage, the gaps between the envelopes of different
scouring depths are relatively small. However, after reaching the maximum value of the
ultimate bending bearing capacity, with an increase in horizontal load, the gaps between
the envelopes of different scouring depths in this stage are relatively large. Therefore, the
variation in scouring depth has a greater effect on the envelopes in this stage than in the
first two stages.

4.4. Effect of Scouring Extent on the FH-FM Failure Envelope

For the effects of scouring extent on the FH-FM failure envelopes of the FBJF, taking the
no-scour condition as the reference group, three different scour conditions were selected
(Sw = 2.7 m, Sd = 6 m; Sw = 3.6 m, Sd = 6 m; Sw = 7.2 m, Sd = 6 m). Figure 16 shows that the
FH-FM failure envelopes of the FBJF at different scouring extents are very similar and show
obvious asymmetry. The variation trend of the FH-FM failure envelope is consistent with
that of the no-scour condition.
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With the increasing scouring extent, the profile of the envelope gradually contracts,
which indicates that the Hult and Mult of the FBJF are both decreasing. In the first quadrant,
the gaps between the envelopes of different scouring depths are relatively small at this
stage. In the second quadrant, when the FH is small, the presence of a resisting bending load
leads to an increase in the ultimate bending bearing capacity with the increasing horizontal
load. At this stage, the envelopes of different scouring extents are almost overlapping,
indicating that the scouring extent currently is no longer a determining factor for the
bearing capacity of the FBJF. However, after reaching the maximum value of the Mult, with
increasing horizontal load, the gaps between the envelopes of different scouring extents in
this stage are relatively large.
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The variation rules for the FH-FM failure envelopes of the FBJF after scouring are
similar to the results of the WSBF and the MBJF of Zhao et al. [40] and Li et al. [41].
Comparatively, the variations of the FH-FM failure envelope are more sensitive to changes
in scouring depth than scouring extent. When the scouring extent is constant, the FH-FM
failure envelope of the FBJF gradually contracts inward with the increasing scouring depth,
showing significant variation. However, when the scouring depth is constant, and after the
scouring extent exceeds 2.7 m, the variation in the FH-FM failure envelope of the FBJF is
relatively small with the increasing scouring extent.

5. FV-FH-FM Failure Envelope of the FBJF
5.1. FV-FH-FM Failure Envelope without Scouring

To investigate the FV-FH-FM failure envelope of the FBJF under vertical, horizontal,
and bending load combinations, FV was set as 0 Vult, 0.25 Vult, 0.5 Vult, and 0.75 Vult, where
Vult is the vertical bearing capacity of the FBJF under each condition. The Vult of the FBJF is
3343 MN without scouring, and the fixed-displacement method described in Section 4.2 is
utilized. As shown in Figure 17, the profile of the envelope changes significantly with the
FV. As the FV increases, the profile of the envelope first extends outward and then contracts
inward. When the FV is 0.25 Vult, the profile of the envelope is the largest, indicating the
maximum bearing capacity of the FBJF. When the FV continues to increase, the profile of
the envelope contracts inward, resulting in a decreasing bearing capacity.
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(b) Three-dimensional failure envelope.

According to the FH-FM failure envelopes under various FV of the FBJF, the FV-FH-FM
failure envelope of the FBJF under no-scour condition was obtained using interpolation
methods in MATLAB R2019a, as shown in Figure 17. It is observed that with the increasing
FV, the three-dimensional failure envelope first extends outward and then contracts inward,
and the whole three-dimensional envelope is a closed ellipsoid.

5.2. Effect of Scouring Degree

For the effects of scouring on the FV-FH-FM failure envelope of the FBJF, three different
scour conditions were selected (Sw = 2.7 m, Sd = 6 m; Sw = 7.2 m, Sd = 2 m; Sw = 7.2 m,
Sd = 6 m), and the Vult of the FBJF were 2480 MN, 2333 MN and 2307 MN, respectively.
Figure 18 shows the FV-FH-FM failure envelopes of the FBJF under three different scour
conditions. Under different scour conditions, the FV-FH-FM failure envelope profiles of the
FBJF are similar, and the variation trend is consistent with the no-scour condition.
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The whole three-dimensional envelope is a closed ellipsoid. As the vertical load in-
creases, the three-dimensional failure envelope gradually protrudes first and then gradually
contracts. When the vertical load is 0.25 Vult, the envelope protrudes the most, indicating
the bearing capacity of the FBJF is maximum. As the vertical load continues to increase,
the envelope contracts inward, and the bearing capacity decreases. Therefore, when the
surrounding soil of the FBJF is subject to scouring, it is advisable to increase the vertical
load appropriately within the range of 0.25 Vult and thus improve the bearing capacity of
the FBJF to ensure safe operation. However, other measures are also necessary to prevent
scouring, such as optimizing the location of offshore wind turbine foundations, using
specific construction methods, applying anti-scouring coatings on foundation surfaces, or
throwing stones around the foundation after installation.

The variation rules for the FV-FH-FM failure envelopes of the FBJF after scouring are
similar to the results of the WSBF and the MBJF by Zhao et al. [40] and Li et al. [41]. With
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the increasing vertical load, the FV-FH-FM failure envelope protrudes outward and then
shrinks inward. The FV-FH-FM failure envelope profiles of the same foundation under
different scouring conditions are identical. In addition, for the FBJF and the WSBF, the most
prominent three-dimensional envelope surface is at a vertical load of 0.25 Vult, whereas
that of the MBJF is at a vertical load of 0.5 Vult.

6. Conclusions

In this study, a novel FBJF was proposed based on the trends of deep-sea and large-
capacity OWT foundations. Then, a series of local-scour simplified finite-element models
were established using ABAQUS. The effects of scouring depth and extent on the ultimate
bearing capacity of the FBJF were also analyzed and quantified. Furthermore, based on
the fixed-displacement ratio method, the failure envelopes of the FBJF were obtained, and
the effects of various scour conditions on the failure envelopes were compared. The main
conclusions obtained are as follows:

(1) When the scouring extent is constant, the Hult and Mult of the FBJF decline with the
increasing scouring depth. The maximum reduction in the horizontal bearing capacity of
the no-scour condition is 26%, and the maximum reduction in the bending bearing capacity
of the no-scour condition is 21%. When the scouring depth is constant, the Hult and Mult
of the FBJF decline with the increasing scouring extent. The maximum decrease in Hult
is 7% in the no-scour condition, and the maximum decrease in Mult is 8% in the no-scour
condition. Compared with the scouring extent, the change in scouring depth has a more
significant effect on the bearing capacity of the FBJF. At a maximum scouring depths of
6 m, the Hult and Mult are 62% and 72% in the no-scour condition, respectively.

(2) Under different scour conditions, the FH-FM failure envelopes of the FBJF under
the combined loading mode have similar profiles and variation trends and show obvious
asymmetry. With the increasing scouring depth, the profile of the envelope contracts inward
gradually, and the Hult and Mult of the FBJF decrease. As the scouring extent increases,
the profile of the envelope contracts inward gradually, and after the scour extent exceeds
2.7 m, the envelopes located in the first quadrant are almost overlapping, indicating that
the change in scouring extent currently is not a key factor for the bearing capacity of the
FBJF.

(3) Based on the calculation of failure envelopes of the FBJF under various FV, the
FV-FH-FM failure envelopes of the FBJF under various scour conditions are obtained using
the interpolation method. The FV-FH-FM failure envelopes under various scour conditions
are similar, and the whole three-dimensional envelope is a closed ellipsoid. With the
FV increases, the three-dimensional failure envelope firstly gradually protrudes outward
and then contracts inward. When the vertical load is 0.25 Vult, the envelope is the most
convex, and the bearing capacity of the FBJF reaches the maximum. When the vertical load
continues to increase, the envelope contracts inward, and the bearing capacity of the FBJF
gradually reduces. This is because when the vertical load is within the range of 0.25 Vult,
the soil pressure of the soil inside the bucket increases, and the lateral friction resistance
of the bucket becomes larger, which enhances the bearing capacity of the FBJF. However,
when the vertical load exceeds 0.25 Vult, the bucket and the soil will undergo a relative
slide, which will lead to the reduction of the bearing capacity.

In this study, a simplified scour model of the FBJF was established using ABAQUS,
and the effects of scouring on the bearing capacity of the FBJF were analyzed, which had
some limitations. In the future, a more detailed scour model of the FBJF could be developed
by carrying out an in-depth study. The effects of scouring on the torsional capacity of the
FBJF can be investigated with the consideration of vertical capacity, horizontal capacity,
and bending capacity. Furthermore, the effects of scouring on the structural damage of the
foundation need further investigation. Finally, methods to optimize the structure to reduce
the effects of scouring and scouring protection measures are also to be studied.
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Nomenclature

Variables
D Diameter of the bucket
L Length of the bucket skirt
R Fixed-displacement ratio
UH Horizontal displacement
8 Rotation angle
FH Horizontal load
FV Vertical load
FM Bending load
Sd Scouring depth
Sw Bottom width of scouring extent
Stw Top width of scouring extent
H0 Experimental horizontal bearing capacity
H1 Numerical horizontal bearing capacity
Vult Ultimate vertical bearing capacity
Hult Ultimate horizontal bearing capacity
Mult Ultimate bending bearing capacity
Abbreviations
OWT Offshore wind turbine
FBJF Five-bucket jacket foundation
WSBF Wide-shallow bucket foundation
MBJF Multi-bucket jacket foundation
PEEQ Equivalent plastic strain
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